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Preface

Wartime planning for agriculture calls for a large volume of basic information about the organization of American agriculture. One of the first questions raised by the demand for increased production was, "Which groups of farms and farmers could contribute most to increased food production?". It was known that the most productive third of our farms contributed 84 percent of the marketed agricultural products and that the least productive third contributed only 3 percent. The middle third, contributing 13 percent of the marketed crops, appeared to many to offer particularly good possibilities for increased food production. But the available data provided little information on the characteristics of the farms or of the farmers in each of these groups.

The availability of recent data from the Census of Agriculture suggested the possibility of securing much needed information from that source. Limitations of costs and time made it impossible to include in the regular Census summaries much of the material which is desired for investigation of special problems. It was known, however, that the farm and ranch schedules of the 1940 Census of Agriculture contained many data that would be useful, if special tabulations and analyses could be made. The possibility of making these tabulations on a sample basis offered many advantages and a considerable saving in cost. Accordingly the Bureau of Agricultural Economics was glad to join with the Farm Security Administration and the Bureau of the Census to make such tabulations possible.

For this purpose the gross value of products seemed a desirable measure of the size of farm operations, and cross tabulations on that basis were agreed upon. It was desired to distinguish characteristics and resources of those farms which provided the operator with all of his income from those of farms of part-time farmers or rural residents. Closely associated with this problem was the one relating to "commercial" and "non-commercial" farms. Agricultural planning must consider all farms, but experience with agricultural programs has made it increasingly clear that programs designed for one group of farms might not be adapted to another group. For some purposes the relatively small and unproductive farms should be considered separately but until detailed information about their characteristics and the characteristics of their operators was available, this could not be done.

In addition to providing data which were badly needed for agricultural program planning, this project has also pointed one way to a more complete utilization of the large amount of data ordinarily collected as part of a census. By applying the principles of sampling from a universe of known characteristics it was possible at relatively small expense to utilize more fully information already available and to reduce the necessity for field investigations to secure certain types of information.

H. R. Iolley

Chief, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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The Sample

SOURCES OF DATA

In the tables presenting statistics based on sample data the marginal totals and the figures for farms with "$10,000 and over" total value of farm products, when printed in bold face type, are recorded Census totals. Figures not in bold face type, showing the breakdown by value groups of the totals for each item and for cross classifications the breakdowns by items of the totals for each value group, are based upon a sample of 2 percent of the 1940 census reports for individual farms, expanded and adjusted to agree with the recorded marginal totals.

SAMPLE DESIGN

The 2-percent sample of individual farms was selected by machine by sorting out all punch cards with serial numbers ending in 15 and 65. These serial numbers had been placed on the individual farm schedules before the data were transferred from the schedules to the punch cards. The selection of the sample farms was on a county basis; that is, the 2-percent sample was stratified geographically by counties. There were only 22 counties, chiefly independent cities in Virginia, in the United States which had less than 15 farms at the time of the 1940 census, and which were, therefore, excluded from this 2-percent sample.

Although the machine selection of the sample farms was done by counties, the individual farm schedules were arranged by minor civil divisions within each county before numbering. Consequently, the geographic distribution of the sample farms approaches a stratification by minor civil divisions within each county. To a considerable extent, the original order of enumeration was preserved in numbering the schedules. Accordingly, the 2-percent sample also approximates a selection of every 50th farm along the enumerator's route.

METHOD OF EXPANDING THE SAMPLE

The sample figures for all items in this report were expanded by value groups in proportion to the number of farms represented by the sample for each value group. For items for which recorded totals for all value groups were available, these expanded figures by value groups were then scaled to the recorded total by a proportionate adjustment. For a very few items, for which recorded totals were not available, the expanded sample figures were used without adjustment. For cross classifications, involving two sets of recorded marginal totals, a succession of horizontal and vertical proportionate adjustments were made, this procedure being continued until all figures in the cells of the table harmonized with the two sets of recorded marginal totals.

STATE AND COUNTY FIGURES BASED ON SAMPLE DATA NOT AVAILABLE

The tables presenting figures based on sample data show only the totals for geographic divisions, for the Appalachian Region, and for the United States. Figures for States and smaller geographic areas, based on sample data, will not be available, since, for most States, such figures would not possess the requisite statistical precision.

PRECISION OF DATA

Because of cost considerations, it was considered impractical to vary the size of sample by value groups or by geographic areas. For this reason, it is to be expected that the relative sampling errors will be considerably smaller for the central value groups, for which the number of farms is generally large, than for terminal value groups which have few farms. A similar difference in relative sampling errors is to be expected as between geographic divisions with large numbers of farms and geographic divisions with fewer farms. Likewise, the relative sampling errors differ as between items, depending, in the case of the farm counts, upon differences in the proportion of farms reporting specified characteristics, and for quantitative items, upon differences in the variability of the items.

For these reasons, in the tables accompanying this report, figures are marked with asterisks when the coefficient of variation, as indicated by sample data, was approximately 10 percent or more. In using these figures marked with asterisks, it should be kept in mind that the sampling error for any such individual figure may be greatly in excess of 10 percent (either way). For the figures not marked with asterisks, it is unlikely that the values shown are in error by more than about 10 percent, and very unlikely that they are in error by more than approximately 20 percent. In evaluating the reliability of the figures, the consistency in the pattern of relationships should be taken into account as well as the indicated precision for individual cells.

A more detailed discussion of the sample is presented in the Appendix.